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At the end of this course Participants will be able to:

• Understand teeth’s optical properties from a histo-anatomical
  stand-point and make precise correlations with the composite
  systems available on the market
• Perceive the actual histological aging stage of each clinical case and
  apply the selected laminar concept accordingly
• Select the ideal composite resin for each layer, according to the
  desired physical and optical properties
• Confidently choose and execute any of the laminar techniques on
  anterior teeth
• Design missing internal histo-anatomical structures with correct 3d
  morphology, respecting ideal thickness and
  mesial-distal/cervical-incisal limits
• Recreate natural external morphological contours and precise surface
  texture
• Finish and polish the restorations, matching desired gloss and luster
  for each case
• Proficiently isolate the operatory field for utmost performance and
  predictability
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COURSE TOPICS:

• Practical Conclusion From Structural Analysis and Visual Synthesis
• What Regulates Enamel Translucency and Dentin Opacity
• The Tri_Laminar layering technique applied to the Anterior Dentition
• An introduction to The Penta_Laminar layering technique
• Natural Examples of Different Aging Stages in Anterior Teeth
• Histo-Anatomic Composite Shade Compatibility
• Conceptual Layering at Different Dental Maturation Stages
• Clinical Step-by-Step Cases of the Laminar Techniques
• Finishing, Contouring and Morphological Detailing - Form and Texture
• 360° in Depth Polishing Techniques - Longevity of Gloss and Luster
• Strategies, Tips and Tricks with the Isolation Realm
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